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§  2.2 Theoretical background
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§  2.4 Findings















Why do they negotiate?
























Point of reference Profession Market Profession
What do they negotiate?
Content of role return to established 
situation: activities and 
responsibilities in line with 
traditional role
Flexible: activities and 















How do they negotiate?















§  2.4.1 Type 1: Reinstating role boundaries







It isn’t a fast profession. It is a slow job, for which you need to take time and for which 
you just have to be properly paid (…). That’s what is wrong today: people don’t know 
anymore that it takes time and may be time-consuming. And it is my mission to make 







We are so much more than the designer. [Our work] is much more than just a pretty 
picture and some nice colours. We are fully engaged in the entire process, we have 
engineering knowledge and expertise in laws and regulations. We are very much price 





[…] that is something that you have to explain over and over again [the added value of 
architectural involvement beyond design] because you constantly encounter people that 





























They [the client] tell you: ‘it is like having a butcher inspecting the quality of his own 
meat [Dutch expression].’ Well, that is just not the case at all. Because if meat is the 
product and the butcher is the one who makes it or the one who processes it, I’m neither 
one of them. I am the one who describes what quality standards the meat has to meet. 
And I check whether it complies. What the butchers make is actually the subject that I 








[…] and every time I tell my clients: ‘Allow people to do what that are good at, put them 
in the right role’. So if you are a centre forward, why should you play centre-back? 
That does not work at all. You will shoot the ball in the wrong direction. That’s what’s 
happening now in our field. (A5)





You have to find out where you can press the buttons. How can you become master of 
the construction process? […] You have to show that you are worth it. You just have to 
show it once, work hard, you must ensure that there is nothing open to critique. And 











We show [the client] that the projects in which we did it [engineering work] ourselves 
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by giving advice, making additional drawings and involving suitable partners. In doing 
so, she aimed to acquire a role in the engineering phase:
You first have to show them [other project actors] that they need you and that they 





















[our expertise] was constantly called into question, while we know for sure that what we 
are doing was good and with the right intentions. And then we just said: ‘Okay, it’s very 




If we can only make the preliminary design and final design, it will cost thirty percent 







So we do a lot of design, we will coordinate that, please let us do that, that is what we 







I particularly pointed that [the risk] out to my client. […] And also mentioned ‘this is 
what it means if we arrange the contract documents. Perhaps it takes a couple of weeks 









§  2.4.2 Type 2: Bending role boundaries










We look at this development [the diminished role of architects] with great sorrow. But 
on the other hand, we also go along with it because you have to evolve. You can’t remain 













If you don’t attach a couple of hooks to it [the traditional architect work] that are 










































[M]aybe it’s flexibility connected to integrity. […] it has to do with who you are as a 
















I made an offer that included an entire process, […] I take the initiative to bend their 








We rather collaborate with a contractor to write a really good technical specification 























[…] knowing really well what building is, professionally. We’ve done that for more than 
28 years now. […] But also, just collaborate with contractors a lot, somehow we then are 
the natural partner for that because of that craftsmanship, but also because we invested 







§  2.4.3 Type 3: Pioneering role boundaries
Why do they negotiate?
In the third type of boundary work, which we labelled ‘pioneering role boundaries’, 
architects engaged in practices that moved away from the status quo and thus opened 





Our peers are, I guess, sort of scared to be more entrepreneurial or it is a missing quality 
in general. I’m not sure. They often say that architects should mainly focus on design 
activities, but with that kind of attitude we are, in my opinion, going to lose our market 
position completely. (A26)
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Role pioneering architects believed that their qualities and skills are more broadly 
applicable than in the established roles of architects. One respondent stated:





Personally, I believe that we should always ask ourselves in every assignment: ‘Am I 
making a more pleasant environment, a liveable city or better building? Or am I only 




























We do not only deliver a design, instead we provide a complete business plan including 
how to get people involved in the project and how to sell the project, how to make it 




She [fellow architect] actually implied, by the tone of her voice, that I was good at 








That established order, [the roles of] those construction companies, really obstruct 
movement in developments. I would like to discuss that. (A7)
This quote illustrates how role pioneering architects questioned and tried to redefine 
the demarcations between the roles of different project actors.


















We then made a magazine that sort of gave birth to the unsolicited advice for the 
city. […] We made plans and distributed those plans. (…) what we’ve done with that 












Actually, we set it up. We organized weekly meetings. Made sure that we communicated 











In a traditional project delivery, a main contractor is shielding the interaction between 
architects and clients and subcontractors. So what we’ve said is: ‘No, we want to be at 





We noticed that [the budget] was so limited that we radically had to turn that around. 
So we chose a completely different form of collaboration and also took away the 
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profession in the long run.
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